KEYNOTE
POST-ALGORITHMIC: ART & LIFE IN THE AGE OF AI

WHY ALGORITHMIC WORLD? HAPPINESS.

But, such a world is concealed - is what is made.

WHAT ARE WE MAXIMISING?

MODEL OF THE WORLD, THE ALGORITHMIC FUNCTION

EACH E = 0

MACHINE LEARNING NEW ALGORITHMIC WORLD

Human creativity now threatened by machines

PERSONALISATION

DATA CRAWLING

PERSONALISATION

MULTIPLE AUTONOMY

WHAT HUMANS CAN DO VS. POTENTIAL DARK SIDE OF AI

"WHAT ARE WE FOR?"

Meaningful Boundaries

- the digital literacy to recognise them

Not tech for tech’s sake, but for the purpose of being human.

AI still can’t fetch coffee when it’s tired

Generalised AI: Now the goal of all AI.

Finish the elements in AI

AI can’t choose values + objectives on its own

HUMILITY may be the best way

Imagination insights inspiration innovation

PLAY, LEARN THE TECH; THEN ESCAPE + REWRITE IT!

What is this

I see HOPE

Be joyful!

Relax more, we take ourselves too seriously.

PLAY, LEARN THE TECH; THEN ESCAPE + REWRITE IT!
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